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Overview
Breaking with tradition, Clark Atwood of Concierge Core Services challenges some of the technical
definitions used to define business readiness in the industry, and instead, places them in context using
real-world examples. The intent is to help you take action by identifying what, if any, changes need to take
place in your organization to keep your business running in the event of an unforeseen issue.

Three key reasons to address technology survivability:

Maintain Business Operations
Contain Costs

Preserve Company Reputation
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Getting Started
Analysis is the first step in any effort to keep a business running in the face of unplanned or unforeseen
failures or events that have an impact on business. This analysis, often called a Business Impact Analysis
(BIA),1. includes:
 Exploratory component to reveal any vulnerabilities


Planning component to develop strategies for minimizing risk



Potential risks specific to the organization



Basic assumptions of what could go wrong



Continued functioning of every other critical component



How crucial one component is over others



How a failure impacts safety, finances, marketing, legal compliance and quality assurance



All absolute critical components to keep the business alive



Availability of funds to minimize or eliminate downtime



Other factors as a result of failure, downtime or recovery, including impacts on clients and
customers

The BIA is often part of the of the overall disaster recovery plan. It should identify the impacts from the
disruption of business functions and processes including:2


Lost sales and income



Delayed sales or income



Increased expenses (e.g., overtime labor, outsourcing, expediting costs, etc.)



Regulatory fines



Contractual penalties or loss of contractual bonuses



Customer dissatisfaction or defection



Delay of new business plans

1.

Essential Guide to Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery Plans: Business Impact Analysis, TechTarget .
Source: http://searchstorage.techtarget.com/definition/business-impact-analysis Published September 21, 2005

2.

Business Impact Analysis, Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA).
Source: http://www.ready.gov/business-impact-analysis Published January 29, 2014
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The Business
Impact Analysis (BIA)
is often part
of the of the
overall disaster
recovery plan.

Definitions
It seems that everyone uses different technical-related terms interchangeably these days. Let’s review
three business preparedness terms, and their definitions, to put them into context. While these definitions
may not be the commonly accepted ones when used in conjunction with technology and communications,
they do attempt to define the differences between these terms. These definitions will hopefully bring
some clarity to the confusion that currently exists in the marketplace or at least give us a sandbox of
context where we can explore the differences:

High-Availability
In the old days, we talked about fault-tolerance: A system design term that has been folded into highavailability. Today we talk more about risk-tolerance or risk-avoidance. High-availability is an attempt to
eliminate as many single points of failure as possible, continue business operation with minimal to no
perceived impact on business operations, and do it all within a reasonable budget.

Traditional Definition: A system that a) utilizes automatic failover to an alternate system or path or
b) uses one or more simultaneously active systems or paths in order to maintain service
availability in the event of a failure.
Clear Definition: High-availability is a system design approach that includes software, hardware
and connectivity failover or redundancy that ensures a high level of operational performance
during one or more failures of the system. Downtime is eliminated for common, but not all,
potential failures.
Bare Bones: Automatic. Little to no downtime.
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The balancing of
your budget against
the demands of
keeping the business
operations functioning
will determine
the level, scope
and options of
high-availability
you should consider.

Definitions
Business Continuity (Business Continuation)
The reason many are confused by the term business continuity in the communications technology
industry is because it is often used to define a planning activity. They may be technically correct, but the
problem with this thought process is that all forms of continuing business, in the event of an outage,
require proper planning. In addition, planning is followed by action in order to achieve the desired
result. Currently, there is not a great common term in the market for quick restoration of services so
this term tends to be used interchangeably with both planning and the over plan and action.

Non-Traditional Definition: A system that utilizes manual failover to an alternate system or path
in order to quickly restore service availability in the event of a failure.
Clear Definition: Business Continuity is a system design approach that includes software,
hardware and connectivity failover that can be quickly implemented to restore operational
performance during one or more failures of the system. Downtime is minimized for common,
but not all, potential failures.
Bare Bones: Manual. Short downtime.
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The reason many
are confused by the
term Business Continuity
in the communications
technology industry is
because it is often used
to define a planning
activity and not
differentiated from other
required activities necessary
to achieve continued
business operations.

Definitions
Disaster Recovery
You know you are in Disaster Recovery when you start asking yourself, ‘Who’s going to get fired because
of this?’ Failures may not be the result of issues within your own company. The failure may be on the part
of a third-party service, and may even be caused by a fourth, known or unknown, party. Troubleshooting
the cause and remedy may be difficult and time consuming. ‘Recovery’ may be a partial restoration of
critical systems or to critical people prior to full restoration.
There seems to be a lot of confusion between restoration, recovery and contingency in the industry.


Restoring means you have to LOSE something before you can RESTORE it.



Recovery means information or a system is LOST and you have to find a way to RECOVER it.



Contingency means utilizing or creating an ALTERNATE method or system to RECOVER after
LOSING the primary method or system.



All of these terms really mean that same thing: It’s broke. Something has been lost (service,
data, etc.). We need to fix it as fast as possible.

Did I mention that many people believe that disaster recovery is a subset of business continuity? It is, if
you plan it that way. Pun intended.
Non-Traditional Definition: A system that utilizes manual, (hopefully) predetermined processes
and systems to recover from an unplanned outage or failure.
Clear Definition: Disaster Recovery is a system design approach that includes recovery from a
potentially catastrophic failover that cannot be quickly resolved to restore operational
performance during one or more failures of the system. Restoration is the only goal, as any
continued downtime has critical impacts to the business.
Bare Bones: Crisis. Downtime that risks the survivability of the company. That’s why it’s called a
disaster and not just an unplanned day off work.
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Contingency means
utilizing or creating
an alternate method
or system to recover
after losing the
primary method
or system.

Overview of Definitions
Definition Matrix
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A company-wide
solution will likely
encompass breaking
down each critical
data piece or service
and use one or more
of the components on
the left to address
specific needs as they
Relate to criticality,
budget, and availability.

Mini Case Studies
High-Availability
In our office we have utilized an auto failover for our voice and data services. Our design utilizes a primary
path for voice, over a class-of-service enabled, private connection. Our data utilizes a cost-effective
broadband router as the primary path. Either will fail over to the other.
On more than one occasion, another tenant in our building, knowing that we are the masters of time, space
and all things communications, will pop their head into our building to find out if the broadband provider is
down. It is so fun to watch their face when we say, ‘I don’t know. Let me look.’ After looking at our system
through the prominently displayed glass window which we designed for such occasions, we respond, ‘Yup. It
looks like it is down.’ They are not sure what to say after that. Then we explain our high availability design.

Business Continuity
There are almost always the
possibility of one or more
single points of failure in any
system. As you approach zero
possible downtime, costs tend
to exponentially rise.
Managing risk can be tricky
and expensive. Today most
companies expect their
technical departments to do
more, with less money. That
includes keeping complex
systems running at a highlyavailable rate.
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There are
almost always
possibilities for
single points of
failure in any system.
As you approach
zero possible downtime,
costs exponentially rise.

Mini Case Studies
One morning we walked into our office; yes, the one with cool, high-availability failover. Shortly after
arriving, the single router that controls routing for both routes decided to cough up a lung. OK, not really
a lung. I think its bit bucket got full and no one came in over the weekend to empty it. The UPS it was on
was fine. The room it was in was cooled properly. There was no reason for the failure other than
sometimes things just fail. It is not a matter of if, but when will they will fail. What we can almost always
guarantee is that failure won’t happen at a convenient time.
The reality was we were down. Our IP-SEC tunnel for our finance department was down. Our SSL VPN’s
for our remote employees was down. Our internal employees could not get outside the network to that
often-used-thing called the Internet. Our wonderful hosted VoIP service kept incoming calls coming to us
via simultaneous ring and our cloud-based PBX taking voicemails, but we had to rely on our mobile
phones for outbound calling. Phones in the office were dead.
Fortunately we were not down long. The next morning our hosted VoIP provider was on our doorstep
when the first employee turned the key to open the office. He had a new router with him. Lucky for us,
we were with a good service provider who owned the equipment and took responsibility for its
replacement in the event of an outage. They also took responsibility for programming and getting us
back online. This was not a crisis, but an inconvenience that did not take us long to recover from, since
we had business continuity plans and technology in place.

How many single points of potential failure do you have?
What can you do to mitigate the risk of an outage?
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Managing risk can
be tricky and expensive.
Most companies expect
their technical departments
to do more, with less money.
That includes keeping
complex systems running
at a highly-available rate.

Mini Case Studies
Disaster Recovery
Years ago, before the days of easy cloud-based backup options, while at a trade show, a small client called
me in a panic after they discovered they had been burglarized.
“They stole all of the new computers,” my client exclaimed.
This just happened to be every computer including their new server.
Although there was panic, we knew we had prepared this client for such an event.
“Call the insurance company and let’s get new computers on their way. We will tackle the server
immediately,” I instructed. “Get the latest backups; I will have an engineer meet you at your office this
afternoon with a new server.”
There was an uneasy pause. That kind of silence you hear in the movie just before someone admits they
did something terrible they know they shouldn’t have done.
“They took the backups,” came the soft reply.
“Ok ... Just bring in the last backup from the off-site rotation. We can restore from there,” I said, confident
that although this was not ideal, we would help them recover to a manageable point.
There was another long, uneasy pause. The kind of pause where you start to feel the pit in your stomach.
The kind of pause that has you saying to yourself ‘no, you didn’t….’ in your mind before the reply comes.
“We did not take any of the backups offsite like you told us. They took all of the backups.”
The company made a valiant effort, but within three months they folded. Not because they were not a
good company, but because they had no recoverable data. No customer lists. No accounting. No
commission information for sales people. No marketing history. Nothing from years of work. Despite
written instructions and hands on training of staff.
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Think of all the
data your company
stores today. Now think
about tomorrow …
it’s all gone.
Could you recover?
Would employees
at your company
want to try?

Cost Containment
I don’t know many companies that have an unlimited IT budget. Chances are, you don’t either. Highavailability, business continuity and disaster recovery costs should be looked at like your company looks
at key-employee insurance.
You have probably been asked “What is the cost of downtime?” The calculation can be a daunting task
that includes calculating:


Employee Productivity



Damage to Your Company Brand



System Restoration



The Potential Nature of Downtime



Potential Customer Loss



The Likelihood of a Specific Type of Outage

Let’s face it, if it was easy to calculate, you would have done it or maybe you already have done the
exercise and it is now out of date. The calculation of burdened labor rates, quantifiable damage to the
brand, the loss of customers attributed to downtime, all of the possible types of outages and the
probabilities tend to be part of the projects that don’t see a lot of traction due to the complexity,
potential size and need for maintenance.
Downtime ranges widely from approximately $90,000 per hour in the media sector to about $6.48
million per hour for large online brokerages.3 Regardless WHAT it costs, you know that is DOES cost
something to have an outage. You can build a simple list of known hard costs for outages, then you can
start to build a budget around cost-containment.
Reductions can also occur in headcount and labor costs through automation of mitigation,
standardization of technology and configurations and outsourcing some service and support functions.
The larger and more complex the systems, the more likely that you may consistently face an outage.
Companies with many locations should calculate the cost of labor versus the cost of automated
mitigation.
3.

How Much Does Downtime Really Cost, Information Management. Source:
http://www.information-management.com/infodirect/2009_133/downtime_cost-10015855-1.html Published August 6, 2009
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Creating a
simple list of
known risks,
assigning a
reasonable cost
to each,
and assigning a
probability to each,
will result in a
simplified budget
that will help
contain costs.

Resources for Planning
The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) has assembled a number of very valuable
emergency preparedness resources for U.S.-based businesses. These resources can help many businesses
develop sound preparedness plans. Other countries may have similar resources.
Check out the latest FEMA resources online at:
http://www.fema.gov/media-library/resources-documents/collections/357
In addition to the items listed in the Getting Started section of this document, your plan and preparation
should include:











Definitions
Clearly stated objectives
Easy to understand, and often reviewed policies
The scope of what is covered and what is not covered by the plan
Scoring and weighting of potential loss
Key department / employee questionnaires
Safe, secure and accessible copies of critical portions relevant to employees and departments
An up-to-date, offsite accessible, contact list for key employees
Process and procedure documentation, securely accessible to employees while offsite

Be sure to review and utilize the publically available FEMA resources in your planning and preparation.
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The Federal
Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA)
has assembled a
number of very
valuable emergency
preparedness resources
for businesses.

Putting the Plan in Motion
Occasionally, during a clam period in the office, I will walk into our server room and pull the plug on the
class of service circuit or the internet connection, then walk the office. Not often, but enough to see if my
provider will call me. Enough to see if the system still works. Can our business function in an outage.
We also test how we are set up to have employees work remotely in case we need to vacate our offices.
We have people work from home when they are sick. We try to be flexible with employees to work from
home occasionally, but try to balance working from home with the sensitivity of our data. An untested
plan will test you and your company.
The Boy Scouts Motto is “Be Prepared!”4This is good advice for any business that does not want to be
taken by surprise when an outage, failure or disaster happens.

Cycle of the Plan
Once the plan
starts and is created,
it become a regular
part of your company’s
success fabric and
should be reviewed,
updated and
tested often.

4.

Overview of Boy Scouts of America. Source: http://www.scouting.org/About/FactSheets/OverviewofBSA.aspx
Accessed March 31, 2014
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Where to Get Help
Before you suffer another outage, or if your company would like to review options
for high availability, business continuity, or disaster recovery, related to
communications and technology, please contact your trusted technical advisor.

Need a Trusted Technology Advisor?
Allow us to recommend a CoreTech Broker
Call 888.353.9900
or visit www.coretechbrokers.com
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